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Forewords. 
I. by Gillian Rees 

    The fascination and interest created by Casanova's Story of My Life seems to be never - 

ending. Not many years after its initial publication in German in 1822, the first fundamental 

examination of his memoirs appeared in 1846, and from that time onwards the volume of 

works concerning Casanova has steadily grown. Despite more than 400 editions of his 

memoirs which have now been produced in over 20 languages, volumes of his letters, reprints 

of his other works, and the recent publication of many inédits from the archive material left at 

his death, Casanovists are still busy researching various aspects of his life.  

    Over 3,650 books and articles have now been written about this extraordinary man 

covering his sojourn in different parts of Europe and particular periods in his life; his interest 

in women, food, the theatre, medicine, chemistry and the cabala, to name but a few; and the 

varied men and women that became associated with him. Many books have dealt with 

critiques of his work, others have attempted a psychological analysis of his character. A 

mammoth undertaking is now under way to make available for the future computer copies of 

the papers left at his death.  

    The author of this present volume has combined his considerable knowledge of historic 

carriages and his interest in the memoirs to add yet more to the rich tapestry of our knowledge 

about Casanova. A unique book describing the private carriages that Casanova owned, the 

roads he travelled on throughout Europe, with all the customs and costs that such travel 

imposed in the days of the Grand Tour. Casanova was one of the very first people to leave us 

a description of such extensive travelling in his own carriage, and the author has himself 

travelled over 10,000 kilometres in his research of the post roads and posting inns that 

Casanova used. This book brings together for the first time a history of the developing use in 

the 18th century of the private travelling carriage, in particular of the English Chariot, with an 

analytical account of Casanova's great journeys.  

Gillian Rees, Eastbourne, December 1995 

II. by Pablo Günther 

    The age of the motorcar is separated from that of the horse-drawn carriage by the grand 

time of the railway. Between 1860 and 1910 this ingenious, but public transport, was 

completely unrivalled for long distance travelling; only a few of the super-rich preferred to 

continue travelling in their own posting chariots.  

    In Germany, the common use of the automobile did not start until the 1950s. That is why, 

after a hundred years of travelling on the railways, we have forgotten the former use of the 

private travelling carriage. At most we remember the "romantic" stage coach of the 19th 

century, with the postilion merryly blowing his horn. But the century before that now seems 

very remote; and furthermore, travelling by private carriage in that time has remained largely 

unresearched - a notable gap in travel and carriage literature.  

    Indeed, the pleasure of riding in one's own carriage, and of the freedom and mobility that it 

gave, is not a pleasure of life reserved only to today's car drivers. The time when it began can 

be clearly determined: it happened when the coach - after two hundred years - was technically 

improved, and in consequence able to leave the cities and travel large distances on the wide 

network of post roads which by then existed.  

    The first known devotee of this modern way of travelling is Giacomo Casanova. This quite 

clearly means that the adventurer from Venice and world famous lover was also the first 

great user of the modern private carriage of whom we have complete knowledge, thus 

being the forerunner of all of us motorists.  



    Like millions of people, I love driving my car. My present one is my seventeenth - 

Casanova had nineteen. Having my "carriage" ready to roll in front of the house, I share with 

Casanova a good feeling in this regard, too.  

Pablo Günther, Hergensweiler, May 1996 

 

  



A Favourable Thunderstorm;  

Or, The Story when Casanova Became Casanova. 
[From: Giacomo Casanova, "A History of My Life" , translated by Willard R Trask, published by 

Longmans, 1967 - 1970, vol. I, chapter 5, pages 152 - 155.  

Notes between [ ], the translation from "calèche" into calash and the bold print are my own.]  

Pasiano di Pordenone, May 1742.  

 
From the Villa Gozzi in Visinale (photo: PG) ...  

.......................................................................................................................................... 

    On Ascension Day we all went to call on Signora Bergalli [Gasparo Gozzi's wife, at their villa 

in Visinale], a famous ornament of the Italian Parnassus. When it was time to return to Pasiano 

the tenant-farmer's pretty bride started to get into the four-seated carriage in which her 

husband and her sister had already taken places, thus leaving me all by myself in a two-

wheeled calash. I protested, loudly complaining of her unjust suspicions; and the company all 

insisted that she must not insult me in this fashion. At that, she came in with me, and upon my 

telling the postilion that I wanted to go by the shortest route, he left all the other carriages and 

took the road through the forest of Cecchini.  

    .    .    .  

... in a two-wheeled calash ... 
[Picture left: engraving by Jules Adolphe Chauvet, 1876. From: Casanova in Bildern, Munich 1973. - Photo right: PG.] 

............................................................................................................................................  

    The sky was clear, but in less than half an hour a storm came up, one of those storms which 

come up in Italy, last half an hour, seem to be trying to turn the earth and the elements upside 

down, and subside into nothing, with the sky cleared and the air cooler; so that usually they 

do more good than harm.  

    "Oh my God!" said the bride. "We are in for a storm."  

    "Yes, and though the calash is covered, the rain will ruin your dress, I'm sorry to say."  

    "What do I care about my dress? It's the thunder I'm afraid of."  

    "Stop up your ears."  

    "And the lightning?"  



    "Postilion, take us somewhere where we can find shelter."  

    "The nearest houses," he answered, "are half an hour from here, and in half an hour the 

storm will be over."  

    So saying, he drives calmly on. There is a flash of lightning, then another, thunder rumbles, 

and the poor woman is shaking all over. The rain comes down. I take off my cloak to use it to 

cover us both in front; and, heralded by an enormous flash, the lightning strikes a hundred 

paces ahead. The horses rear, and the poor lady is seized by spasmodic convulsions. She 

throws herself on me and clasps me in her arms. I bend forward to pick up the cloak, which 

had fallen to our feet, and, as I pick it up, I raise her skirts with it. Just as she is trying to pull 

them down again, there is another flash of lightning, and her terror deprives her of the power 

to move. Wanting to put the cloak over her again, I draw her toward me; she literally falls on 

me, and I quickly put her astride me. Since her position could not be more propitious, I lose 

no time, I adjust myself to it in an instant by pretending to settle my watch in the belt of my 

breeches.  
 

... through the forest of Cecchini ...  

   Realizing that if she did not stop me at once, she could no 

longer defend herself, she makes an effort, but I tell her that 

if she does not pretend to have fainted, the postilion will turn 

and see everything. So saying, I leave her to call me an 

impious monster to her heart's content, I clasp her by the 

buttocks, and carry off the most complete victory that ever a 

skillful swordsman won.  

    The rain coming down in torrents and the wind blowing 

straight in our face, she is reduced to telling me with the 

greatest seriousness that I am ruining her reputation, for the 

postilion must be able to see her.  

    "I can see him," I answered, "and he has no idea of turning 

around, and even if he did my cloak covers us both 

completely; be reasonable and act as if you were in a faint, 

for I tell you I have no intention of letting you go."  

    She gives in, at the same time asking me how I can defy 

the lightning with such impious daring; I answer that the 

lightning is on my side, she is inclined to believe me, she has 

lost almost all her fear, and having seen and felt my ecstasy, 

she askes me if I have finished. I laugh and answer no, I want her consent until the storm is 

over.  

    "Consent, or I will pull off my cloak."  

    "You are a monster who will have made me miserable for the rest of my days. Are you 

satisfied now?"  

    "No."  

    "What do you want?"  

    "A flood of kisses."  

    "Oh, how wretched I am! Well, there you are!"  

    "Tell me that you forgive me. Admit that I have given you pleasure."  

    "Yes. You can see that for yourself. I forgive you."  

    At that, I wiped her off, and when I asked her to do as much for me, I saw that she was 

smiling.  



    "Tell me that you love me," I said.  

    "No, because you are an atheist and Hell awaits you."  

I now put her back in her place and, seeing that the sky had cleared, I assured her that the 

postilion had never turned around. Joking over our adventure and kissing her hands, I said I 

was sure I had cured her of her fear of thunder, but that she would never tell anyone the secret 

of the cure. She answered that at least she was sure no woman had ever been cured before by 

such a remedy.  

    "In a thousand years," I said, "it must have happened a million times. I will even tell you 

that when I got into the calash I was counting on it, for it was the only way I knew to possess 

you. Cheer up. I assure you that there is not a timid woman in the world who would have 

dared to resist in your situation." 

    "I can well believe it. But in future I will travel with no 

one but my husband."  

    "You will make a mistake, for your husband will not 

have the sense to reassure you as I have done."  

    "That is true too. One learns the strangest things from 

you; but you may be sure I will never travel with you 

again."  

    In such charming exchanges we reached Pasiano before 

any of the others. She had hardly got out of the calash 

before she ran and locked herself in her room while I was 

looking for a scudo to give to the postilion. He was 

laughing.  

    "Why are you laughing?"  

    "You know why."  

    "Here is a ducato for you. But hold your tongue."  

... to the Villa Montereale in Pasiano. 

 

  



POSTING, ALPINE PASSES, SHIPS:  

Casanova and Travelling in the Century of the Grand Tour. 

You travelled for forty-eight hours without stopping.  

What a great man you are for travelling!  

Francesca Buschini in a letter of 1783 to Giacomo Casanova. 

 
.  

 

Two young ladies relax while passing along the Cote d'Azur on their Grand Tour to Rome in 

1860. They are travelling in an English coach similar to the one shown in the picture below. A 

hundred years earlier, Casanova used to travel in the same way, relaxed and sitting in an 

English carriage.  

Top: Painting by Augustus Egg, 1860 (cutting); from: Zwei Jahrhunderte Englische Malerei, Munich 

1980. - Bottom: "Royal state carriage" in English style built at the Swedish Royal Mews workshop at the 

end of the 18th century. Photo: Livrustkammaren, Strömsholm, Sweden.  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

Introduction 

    The term "Grand Tour " originated in Great Britain in the 17th century. It designated the 

"round trip" over Continental Europe - especially in Italy - which was considered an essential 

final polish for the cultural education of a British gentleman. Great Britain thus became - and 

remained so until the upheaval of the 2nd World War - the world's most prominent "tourist" 

nation.  

    The goal of most Grand Tour travellers was to reach Italy as directly as possible, so that a 

fairly "standard" itinerary was developed very soon. The British "tourists" usually crossed the 

English Channel by the Dover-Calais packet-boat, then travelled through France via Paris and 

Lyons. The Alps were crossed by the Mount Cenis pass in order to reach Turin, the first main 



Italian goal of the Tour. Thereafter the trip continued via Piacenza, Parma, and Bologna, then 

over the Apennines to Florence, and finally via Tuscany to Rome.  

    After Rome, a further trip to Naples was also considered "mandatory". On the return from 

Naples the travellers usually proceeded to Venice, visiting on the way the basilica of Loreto, a 

famous pilgrimage site near Ancona. From Venice they would continue either to Switzerland 

or to Bavaria via the Tyrol. The closing journeys of the Grand Tour were the Rhinelands and 

the Low Countries. More daring travellers would of course venture much farther, either east 

to Austria, Saxony, Brandenburg, and so on, or west to Spain and Portugal.  

.  

    These "pleasure" travels (i.e., carried out for neither commercial nor official reasons) 

required two things in order to be carried out in acceptable conditions: the existence of 

adequate roads, and the possibility to change horses at regular and frequent intervals.  

    Regular, public transport services, called "cursus publicus" or "cursus vehicularis", had 

already been created during the Roman Empire, but they did not survive its fall. Neither good 

roads nor horse-changing stations had been available in a general way in Europe during the 

Middle Ages, but they began to reappear in Italy in the early Renaissance.  

    The first really long distance Post - course (from the Latin "Posta", derived probably from 

"equites depositi", i.e., posted riders) in modern Europe was inaugurated in 1492 from 

Innsbruck to Mechelen (near Brussels). Thereafter road building and post services were 

continuously developed, and the second half of the sixteenth century saw a significant 

increase. The travel journal of the French thinker Michel de Montaigne (refer to 

/montaign.htm) in 1580 contains the first references to post stations for coach horses in Italy 

and for riding horses in Italy and France, and also to numerous carriage types ("cocchi" and 

"carrozze") used in Italy for city and inter-city transport. Montaigne found good roads not 

only in Italy, but also in Southern Germany and in Tyrol (Brenner pass).  

.  

    In the Middle Ages, the usual means of transportation for well-to-do travellers was horse 

riding, either with their own or rented horses. The transition from horse to coach riding was 

a long drawn-out process that took place very gradually over approximately 200 years, 

roughly from the mid-16th to the mid-18th century. In the 1750's carriage builders had finally 

devised faster and more comfortable coaches, and practically all European cities were already 

linked by roads with adequate post stations. At that time coach riding, using either one's own 

coach or a rented one, had clearly become the best option for those who could afford it, which 

was the case of Casanova during his period of prosperity.  

.  

The most comfortable and fast method of travelling was nonetheless river navigation , which 

also remained very important. It was quite usual to have one's coach taken on board, as 

Casanova did repeatedly.  

.  

    At the time it was already true that the Alps were a link rather than a separation. The roads 

were of course much more dangerous than nowadays, and bad weather conditions were also 

more critical. These obstacles, however, should not be overestimated. The following text, 

taken from Montaigne's journal, concerns the trip from Innsbruck to Bolzano. It was written, 

or rather dictated to his servant, in 1580 at Brixen:  

"Monsieur de Montaigne said: All his life he has mistrusted other people's opinions 

concerning the conditions of life in foreign countries, because everybody uses the customs of 

his own country as a scale of measurement, and people can seldom see beyond the tower of 

their own village church. He has therefore paid always very little attention to the advice 

http://www.giacomo-casanova.de/montaign.htm


received from other travellers. But especially in this journey he has had cause to wonder much 

more at their silliness, because he had been told that the crossing of the Alps would be 

extremely difficult at this point, since the local customs were very particular, the roads 

inaccessible, the accommodations barbarian, and the climate unendurable. (é) whereas, if he 

had been told to choose a place in which his eight year old daughter could take a pleasant 

walk, he would as readily have chosen this road as a path in his own garden. And as for the 

inns, he has never seen any region where they were so numerous and so well-appointed, and 

he has always found accommodation in beautiful towns, well supplied with food and wine, 

and cheaper than elsewhere." 

     This is the opinion of a positively thinking, reasonable man, who obviously enjoyed 

travelling very much. Montaigne even asserted shortly afterwards, when he was at Rovereto, 

that "he has so much pleasure in travelling that he hates the idea that the end of the trip may 

finally be approaching".  

   Casanova's travel accounts are the most extensive of the eighteenth century. They show that 

he travelled always as heartily and lustily as Montaigne, and that he accepted the inevitable 

difficulties quite as good-naturedly. Despite the enormous differences in speed and comfort, 

long distance travel was probably as commonplace to him as it is to us. 

(Translation by Hector Zerbino.)  

 

Casanova's methods of travelling. 

    Casanova covered exactly (or better: at least) 65,140 kilometres in the course of his life. He 

used all manners of travelling (with the exception of the "cambiatura"). Extremely often he 

travelled by own or hired carriages:  

    37,205 kilometres of altogether 55,240 km on land, that means for 67 %, Casanova 

travelled "Extra-Post" (extraordinary post) in his own carriages (51 %), in privat ones of 

friends or in hired carriages.  

    By stage-coach Casanova covered only 13,105 km or 24 %.  

    Adding the private (C, K, L) and public methods of travelling (P) means that Casanova 

travelled on land 90 % by post.  

symbol - kilometres until 1774 - km from 1774 onwards - total -  methods of travelling  

A - 25 - - - - - - -  0 - - - - - - 25 - - - Donkey  

B - 30 - - - - - - -  0 - - - - -   30 - - - Sledge (Alps)  

Z - 60 - - - - - - -  0 - - - - - - 60 - - - Carried chair  (Alps)  

T - 110 - - - - - -  0 - -  - -   110 - - - Hitch-hiking   

M - 220 - - - - - - 0 - -  -  -  220 - - -  Mule  

H - 250 - - - - - -  0 - -  - -  250 - - - Horse  

F - 275 - -  - - - - 0 - -  - -   275 - - - On foot  

? - 1,060 - - - - -  0 - - - - 1,060  [two trips (Venice - Rome 1744/45),  

                            not mentioned in the memoirs.] 

R - 1,280 - - - - 180 -  - -  1,460 - - - Boat / ship, on river, lake, gulf  

V - 2,900 - - - -  - 0 - -  -  2,900 - - - Carrier / vetturino   

L - 3,475 - - - -  245 - - -  3,720 - - - Hired carriage  

K - 3,300 -  -  3,050 - - -  6,350 - - - Private carriage of others  

S - 8,440 - - - - - - 0 - - -  8,440 - - - Ship, at sea  

P - 7,850 -  -- 5,255 - - - 13,105 - - - Postwaggon, Stage-coach  

C - 22,265  -- 4,870 - - - 27,135 - - - Casanova's travelling carriages 

Totals:   51,540 - - 13,600 - -  65,140km 

 



Table of Casanova's Journeys.  

1. The periods as reported in his memoirs (1725 - 1774). 

No.     year     vol.     catchword     (company)  route  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------  

I. Early Years of Travelling (age 9 - 20):  
1.) 1734 I [and many more] Studies (His mother Zanetta, Grimani, Baffo) Venice - Padua - 

Venice.  

[2. - 6. after researches correcting several times dates and courses of Casanova.]  

2.) 1741/42 II Constantinople Venice - Kithira - Constantinople - Corfu - Venice.  

3.) 1742 & 1743 I Lucia / Thunderstorm Venice - Treviso - Pasiano di Pordenone - Venice.  

4.) 1743/44 I Abbate(Bellino-Teresa) Venice - Ancona - Rome - Rimini - Venice.  

5.) 1744/45 I Secretary(Lucrezia) Venice - Rome - Martirano  - Naples - Rome - Venice.  

6.) 1745 II Corfu Venice - Corfu - (Constantinople?) - Otranto - Corfu  - Venice.  

II. Time of the Bragadin Pension (age 21 - 44):  

7.) 1749 II Magic / Henriette (Henriette) Venice - Milan - Mantua - Cesena - Parma - Geneva 

- Parma - Venice.  

8.) 1750 III Paris(Balletti) Venice - Lyons - Paris.  

9.) 1752/53 III Theatre(Francesco Casanova) Paris - Dresden - Prague - Vienna - Venice.  

10.) 1756 IV Piombi: Escape (Father Balbi; Mme Rivière) Venice - Munich - Strasbourg - Paris.  

11.) 1757 V Intelligence agent Paris - Dunkirk  - Paris.  

12.) 1758 V Financier Paris - Amsterdam - Paris.  

13.) 1760 V Esther / pleasure - journey Paris - Amsterdam - Cologne - Stuttgart .  

14.) 1760 VI Escape / pleasure - journey (Mme Dubois) Stuttgart - Zürich - Soleure - Roche - 

Geneva.  

15.) 1760 VII Pleasure - journey (Rosalie) Geneva - Marseille - Pisa - Naples - Rome.  

16.) 1761 VII Pleasure - journey Rome - Bologna - Turin - Paris.  

17.) 1761 VIII Diplomatist Paris - Augsburg - Munich - Basle - Paris.  

18.) 1762 VIII Magic(La Corticelli; Mme d'Urfé; Mimi) Paris - Metz - Paris - Aachen - Sulzbach 

- Geneva - Lyons - Turin .  

19.) 1763 VIII Magic(La Crosin; Rosalie; Marcolina) Turin - Geneva - Milan - Genoa - 

Marseilles - Lyons.  

20.) 1763 IX Direction of London (Adèle) Lyons - Paris.  

21.) 1763 IX London(Aranda / Giuseppe; Pauline) Paris - Calais - London.  

22.) 1764 X Frederic II (Redegonda) London - Wesel - Wolfenbüttel - Berlin.  

23.) 1764 X Catharine II (Zaira) Berlin  - Mitau - St.Petersburg - Moscow - St.Petersburg.  

24.) 1765 X King Stanislaus (La Valville) St.Petersburg - Warsaw - Crystinopol - Warsaw.  

25.) 1766 X After the duel (Maton; La Castel-Bajac) Warsaw - Leipzig - Dresden - Prague - 

Vienna.  

26.) 1767 X Vienna: evicted (Charlotte) Vienna - Augsburg - Ludwigsburg - Spa - Paris.  

27.) 1767 X Paris: evicted Paris - Pamplona - Madrid .  

28.) 1768 XI Nina Madrid - Zaragoza - Valencia - Barcelona.  

29.) 1768/69 XI Assassins Barcelona - Aix-en-Provence.  

III. Seeking His Return to Venice (age 44 - 49):  
30.) 1769 XI Book-printing Aix -en-Provence - Nice - Lugano.  

31.) 1769/74 XI Homesickness(Betty) Lugano - Turin - Naples - Rome - Florence - Bologna - 

Ancona - Trieste - Venice. 

 



2. The period from September 1774 until his death in 1798. 

No.    year month(s)    (manner of travelling*, kilometres)    route    remarks  
----------------------  
[* C = Casanova's own carriage; K = private carriage; P = stage-coach; R = ship.]  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---  

IV. Again in Venice (age 49 - 57):  
1.) 1774 September  (P 200)Trieste - Gorizia - Venice.    Arrival on the 14th.  

2.) 1776 December (P 400) Venice - Trieste - Venice.    "Secret mission".  

3.) 1779 June/July  (K 490)Venice - Bologna - Forli  - Cesena. Return journey via Imola and 

Bologna to Venice. With Consul Del Bene, sent by the Venetian Inquisitors.  

4.) 1780 July  (P 90) Venice - Abano Terme - Venice.  

V. Seeking a New Home (age 57 - 60):  

5.) 1782 Sept./Oct. (P 400) Venice - Trieste - Venice.    Sudden departure. Sojourn of one month.  

6.) 1783 January (P 700) Venice- Trieste - Vienna. Sojourn in Vienna of about five months.  

7.) 1783 June (P 700)Vienna - Trieste - Venice. One week in Udine, another week in Mestre. - 

Journeys 7. - 10.: Casanova's last "Grand Tour".  

8.) 1783 June-Sept. (P,C15,R,K 2,070)Venice - Frankfurt - Spa - Amsterdam - Paris. From 

Innsbruck to Mainz: his travelling carriage C 15. - November: in Fontainebleau.  

9.) 1783 Nov.-Dec. (C16 1,360)Paris - Frankfurt - Regensburg - Vienna.  The whole journey 

with his brother Francesco and in their own travelling coach C 16 "Paris 4".  

10.) 1783/84 Dec.- February (P 1,435)Vienna - Prague - Dresden - Berlin  - Dessau - Leipzig - 

Dresden - Brünn  - Vienna. From Vienna in 1784/85: Excursions to Meidling 
Marr 16 F 12

, Baden and 

Wiener Neustadt.  

VI. In Count Waldstein's Castle of Dux (age 60 - 73):  
11.) 1785 July-Sept. (P,L 620) Vienna - Brünn - Czaslau - Prague - Carlsbad - Töplitz  - Dux.  
September: Casanova found his final home in Dux.  

12.) 1786 July (C17 250) Dux - Carlsbad - Dux. At Count Waldstein's desire and with his carriage - 

horses 
[Marr 14 M 1]

 (his own carriage C17 "Dux" from here on until trip no. 20).  

13.) 1786 October (C17 220) Dux - Prague - Dux.  

14.) 1786 December (C17 150) Dux - Dresden - Dux.  

15.) 1787/88 July '87 - Sept. '88 (C17 660) Dux - Prague - Dux.  Casanova was mostly in Prague; 

at least three trips between the cities. - He met again Da Ponte; 29th Oct. '87: first performance of "Don 

Giovanni". - Print of "Icosameron" and "Histoire de ma fuite".  

16.) 1788 Sept.-Oct. (C17 570) Dux - Prag - Leipzig - Dresden - Dux. October, departure from 

Dresden: examination by the guard searching a stolen "Magdalaine" [cf. L'Ermitage, revue des litt. et 

d'art, 15th Oct. 1906].  

17.) 1789 January (C17 240) Dux - Prague - Laun - Dux. In Laun he had an accident with his 

carriage [cf. Intermédiaire viii, pp 31-32: Casanova's letter to his nephew Carlo Casanova]. 27th June 

1789: he mentions his own carriage in his "Essay d'Égoisme" 
[Marr 16-36]

 (referred to here as C17 "Dux"). - 

Began writing his memoirs.  

18.) 1790 May/August (C17 470) Dux - Dresden - Sagan - Dresden - Dux. Sojourn until August 

in Dresden. Print of "Solution du problème déliaque". - Trip to Sagan: his letter to Antonio Collalto of 

2nd July 1790 from Dresden.  

19.) 1791 May (C17 150) Dux - Dresden - Dux.  

20.) 1791 September (C17 240) Dux - Prague - Dux. On the sixth: coronation of Leopold II. - 31. 

12. 1791 - May 1793: Casanova stayed at Oberleutensdorf (Count Waldstein's textile factory, close to 

Dux). September 1792: Visit by L. Da Ponte.  

21.) 1795 Sept.-Dec. (K 805) Töplitz  - Leipzig - Weimar - Leipzig - Berlin  - Dresden - Dux. 
With his beloved whippet "Mélampige II". In December, when he was in Dresden, his brother Giovanni 

died. [Cf. Marr 16 K 2, list of luggage and things for the journey. Weimar: Ligne, Fragment sur 



Casanova.]  

22.) 1796 June? (K 860) Dux -Wien - Dux. This journey mentioned by Meissner (information by 

Helmut Watzlawick). Presumebly he met his brother Francesco when painting the famous portrait.  

23.) 1796 September (K 150) Dux - Dresden - Dux. He met his old friend Antonio della Croce, and 

Montevecchio [Marr 8-102: Teresa Casanova's letter of 8th September 1796].  

24.) 1797 March/April (K 370) Dux - Prague - Dresden - Dux. In Prague he met Meissner's 

grandfather. In Dresden print of "Lettre à Léonard Snetlage". 

 

Thomas Nugent: Manners of Travelling.  

Excerpts from "The Grand Tour", London, 1749, 1756 and 1772. 

[Bold print and annotations between [ ] are my own.]  

--------------------  

 

I. Manner of travelling in Holland.   

    (Vol.I,p.48 f.) The usual way of travelling in Holland, and 

most parts of the United Provinces as well as in a great many 

provinces of the Austrian and French Netherlands, is in 

Treck-scoots, or Draw-boats, which are large covered boats, 

not unlike the barges of the livery companies of London, 

drawn by a horse at the rate of three miles an hour; the fare 

of which does not amount to a penny a mile [0.62 d./km *] 

(...). When you are advanced a little above half way, a fellow 

comes round with a hat and collects the money; so that if any 

accident should happen, that he cannot carry you to your 

journey's end, he is still sure of his hire, and leaves you to 

procure another conveniency. (...). There is scarce a town in 

Holland but one may travel to after this manner every day; 

and if it be a considerable place, almost every hour, at the 

ringing of a bell; but they will not stay a moment afterwards 

for a passenger, tho' they see him coming. (...).  

    There is also another carriage, which goes from most of 

the principal towns, and is called the post-waggon: it is pretty light, so as to be generally 

drawn only by three horses, and is as expeditious as our stage-coaches. (...).  

(Thomas Nugent's travellers' guide is one of the best of many books  

of this kind in the 18th century. - Photo: PG.)  

    The canals, causeys, bridges, and highways, are always kept in excellent repair, which 

contributes to the cheapness of carriage, and consequently renders all commodities more 

reasonable. (...).  

    As to the inns and public houses on the road, a person is sure to meet with clean linen, and 

soft beds; but their bedsteads, or rather cabins in the sides of the wall, are placed so high, that 

a man may break his neck, if he happens to fall out of them. Besides, a traveller must be 

content to lie with half a dozen people, or more, in the same room, and be disturbed all night 

long, if the churl of a landlord pleases to have it so. It is true, in the cities you are 

accommodated in a genteeler way. There is no disputing with a Dutch inn keeper (...). For this 

reason I should generally prefer to be accommodated in an English house, because (...) I have 

the pleasure of having victuals dressed after the English way; as also of laying out your 

money with countrymen, and of having to do with reasonable people.  

II. Manner of travelling in Germany.   
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    (Vol.II,p.66 ff.) Travelling is cheaper in Germany than in most parts of Europe. The 

accommodations in general are very indifferent upon the road, as well in respect to provision 

as lodging; very few public houses (except in some provinces, as Saxony and Austria) being 

provided with regular entertainment for passengers. Clean straw is the best bedding one can 

get in a great many places, especially in Westphalia, where people of all ranks, men, women, 

and children, lie promiscuously together. In their houses one seldom sees a fire, except in the 

kitchen; but their rooms are heated by a stove or oven, to what degree they desire. There is 

one thing very particular to them, that they do not cover themselves with bed-cloaths, but lay 

one feather-bed over, and another under. This is comfortable enough in winter, but how they 

can bear their feather-beds over them in summer, as is generally practised, I cannot conceive.  

    I remember to have heard in Germany, a story in relation to this subject, that has somewhat 

in it very entertaining. When the French protestants were obliged in the last century, to quit 

their country, the Swiss, in particular, received those who took shelter among them with the 

greatest hospitality. Some poor Frenchmen being conducted to their bedchamber, one of them 

espying a feather-bed over, and another under, imagined that there was a design to make them 

lie one upon another for want of room. Upon which he addressed himself to the servant, and 

desired him to choose one of his lightest companions to put over him, alledging that he was 

not accustomed to lie in this manner.  

    There is no country in Europe, where the post is under better regulation than in Germany. 

The common way of travelling is in machines, which they call post-waggons, and very well 

deserve that denomination. These are little better than common carts, with seats made for the 

passengers, without any covering, except in Hesse Cassel, and a few other places. They go but 

a slow pace, not much above three [English] miles an hour, and what is still more 

inconvenient to passengers, they jog on day and night, winter and summer, rain or snow, till 

they arrive at the place appointed. In winter when the cold is very severe, the postilion stops 

pretty often, when he can get to a public house, where it is customary for passengers to light 

and warm themselves in the stove, and call for a glass of brandy, or a pot of coffee, for there 

is seldom any thing else, in a great many parts, to be had for love or money. (...). As for such 

as are able to afford the expence, they should buy a chaise or chariot for themselves, and hire 

post-horses, which is travelling, as they call it, by the extraordinary post [Extra-Post]. This is 

infinitely the better way (...).  

    The roads in general are very indifferent, which makes it downright misery to travel in bad 

weather. (...). Hence the post-waggons themselves are a whole day, very often, without 

advancing above eighteen miles. Notwithstanding the post-waggon travels night and day, and 

sometimes through large forests, when they are loaded with money and things of great value, 

and the passengers and postilion are frequently asleep, yet one scarce ever hears of robberies, 

and much less of murders.  

    There are no post-waggons in the hereditary provinces of the house of Austria; but 

travellers are obliged either to hire chaises of the post-office or of other people, or to buy 

chaises of their own. (...).  

III. Manner of travelling in Italy.   

    (Vol.III,p.36 ff.) There is no country in Europe where travelling is attended with so much 

pleasure and improvement as Italy. We need not here enlarge on (...) this happy region (...). 

Company is generally agreeable in travelling (...). But 'tis very improper to travel in large 

companies in Italy, for the inns are generally so very miserable, that oftentimes they can find 

neither beds nor provisions when the company is too numerous. To prevent therefore the 

inconveniencies of a bad lodging, those that do not carry a complete bed with them, ought at 

least to make a provision of a light quilt, a pillow, a coverlet, and two very fine bed-cloths (...) 



or (...) to travel with sheets, and upon coming to an indifferent inn, where the bed may happen 

to look suspicious, you may call for fresh straw, and lay a clean sheet over it. (...).  

    The best way of travelling in this country is (...) to have a calash of your own (...). A person 

may provide himself with horses to draw his calash, either by post, or by way of cambiatura 

or ordinary travelling.  

IV. Manner of travelling in France.   

    (Vol.IV,p.19 f.) Travelling is no where more convenient than in France, with respect as well 

to carriages, as accomodations on the road. Where there is conveniency of rivers, they have 

water carriages, which are large boats drawn by horses. Their land carriages are of four sorts, 

viz. post chaises, the carosse or stage coach, the coche, and the diligence or flying coach. 

Their post-chaises are made much in the same manner than ours, and are to be had, at a 

minute's warning, all over the kingdom. (...) The post-stages are seldom above one post and a 

half, or two posts long, and then you change both horses and postilion.  

    The carosse is not unlike our stage-coach, containing room for six passengers, but does not 

move so quick, and is more embarrassed with goods and baggage. The coche is a large heavy 

machine, which serves the use both of waggon and coach; it is long-shaped, and provided 

with windows at the sides, containing generally sixteen passengers, viz. twelve in the body of 

the coach, sitting two a-breast [sic], and two each side, at the door of the entrance, a seat 

being provided there for that purpose. (...). The Diligence (...) differs from the carosse (...) in 

little else but in moving with greater velocity. It is used chiefly in travelling from Paris to 

Lyons, and from Paris to Brussels, and has its fixed prices.  

    With regard to provisions on the road (...), with the stage-coach, your meals are generally 

regulated at fixed prices, as with us; your entertainment is exceeding good, and the whole 

expence seldom exceeds five or six livres [50 or 60 d.*] a day.  
-------------------------  

[* d. = the English Penny; cf  part XVI, "Mr Nugent's rates of exchange"]  

Copyright by Pablo Günther, Hergensweiler 2001-2002. 
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The Post: National Peculiarities. 
    Around 1725 most of the European states had their own national posts but there were a few 

exceptions and peculiarities:  

    In Switzerland, there were different private post companies which did not rent horses to 

travellers. Casanova states briefly (GmL,vol.VI,p.98) : "in Switzerland, there were no posts". 

Nevertheless, he could drive in his own carriage through the country, evidently providing 

himself with horses from carriers.  

    The official post of the Holy Roman Empire was the Thurn und Taxis Reichspost, 

founded in 1490. This company provided the South, the West, some middle states and the 

Austrian Netherlands. Austria, Prussia, Saxony, Hessen - Kassel, Hannover, Brunswick, 

Mecklenburg and larger Empire- or Hansa-cities had their own state posts.  

    In Italy , there were six large state posts:  

1. The Austrian Post, which provided the Duchies of Milan, Mantua and Tuscany;  

2. The Roman Post of the Ecclesiastical State;  

3. The Post of the Kingdom of Sardinia (Savoy, Piedmont);  

4. The Post of the Kingdom of Naples;  

5. The Post of the Republic of Genoa;  

6. The Post of the Republic of Venice.  

In addition, there were the smaller posts of Modena and Parma, as well as the Thurn und 

Taxis Reichspost (also called "Flandrian Post") in some other cities. 

 

French Regulations for Travelling Post. 
    I give here an excerpt from the "Extraits des Règlements sur le Fait des Postes" of the 1781 

guide of post stations "Liste Générale des Postes de France" (italics, "postillon" and the &: 

original writing). The regulations of most countries' post companies were similar to the 

French. 

Weights & loading with trunks, suitcases, boxes & porte-manteaux.  
    Two-wheeled carriages, with thills (brancard); and those on four wheels, with a single seat, 
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having shafts (limonière), must not to be loaded at the rear with more than a hundred pounds 

(livres), & at the front with more than forty.  

    Every Courier à franc étrier[at a gallop; that is here a person accompanying a private carriage, e.g. 

Casanova's servant Le Duc as fore-rider], can only load his saddle-bags.  

    The Couriers en guide [these are single travellers] cannot transport with them a wooden box 

but only a porte-manteau of at most fifty pounds; which must not be loaded on the croup by 

the postillon.  

Number of horses & postillons necessary to couriers.  

    Every Courier at a gallop who is not accompanying a carriage, must engage a mounted 

postillon to serve him as a guide [like Casanova did when riding from Pont-de-Beauvoisin to Lyons].  

    One postillon can guide five couriers at a gallop; if there are six, they have to engage a 

second postillon.  

    The number of horses to be paid for must be equal to the number of passengers in the 

carriage, whether travelling behind or on the seat, (...) as explained in detail in the following:  

Two-wheeled carriages, with thills.  
    Carrying one person, they must be guided by one postillon & harnessed to two horses [like 

Casanova in his several chaises de poste].  

        Two persons: one postillon, three horses.  

        Three persons: one postillon, three horses, but one has to pay for four.  

        Four persons: one postillon, three horses, but one pays for five.  

        (...)  

        The cabriolets called à soufflets & all others without glass-windows, if they carry a 

single person, should not be harnessed to more than two horses, and guided by one postillon.  

Four-wheeled carriages, having a single seat and shafts.  

    Carrying one or two persons, without luggage, they should be guided by one postillon & 

harnessed to three horses.  

        Two persons, with suitcase & porte-manteau, required two postillons and four horses.  

        Three persons: two postillons, four horses, but to pay for five.  

        Four persons: two postillons, six horses.  

Four-wheeled carriages, with poles.  

    Carrying one or two persons, should be guided by two postillons & be harnessed to four 

horses [like Casanova in his several coupés].  

        Three persons: two postillons, four horses, but to pay for five.  

        Four persons: two postillons, six horses.  

        Five persons: two postillons, six horses, but to pay for seven.  

        Six persons: three postillons, eight horses, but to pay for nine.  

(Ordonnances du 28 Novembre 1756.)  

Prices of horses.  
    Throughout the Kingdom, all persons of whatever qualité & condition, must pay before 

leaving the post station, twenty five sols per post for every horse, for whatever use it is 

required [12.5 Pence (d.); 1.38 d. per kilometre]. (Ordon. des 8 Déc. 1738 & 28 Nov. 1756) See 

the calcul:  



 
Table of prices for post horses. "Liste Générale des Postes de France", Paris 1781. - Photo: 

Museum Achse, Rad und Wagen, Wiehl.  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Postes Royales.  

    When entering & leaving the cities of Paris, Versailles & Lyons, even during the absence 

of the King, the first post costs double (...).  

Traverse.  

    Post-masters are forbidden to guide Couriers [travellers] more than four leagues [4 lieues = 18 

km] in the traverse [off the post road] (...).  

Embarquements.  

    When Couriers leave a post station to embark upon a riverboat, the leaseholders of the 

water Coches & Diligences, or the ferrymen of the towns where these postes are situated, are 

forbidden to embark the said couriers without payment of three livres to the postmasters for 

every person, whether master or servant.  

    Couriers are regarded as those who embark Berlines or Chaises, saddles or boots. 

(Ordonnances des 19 Aout 1735 & 15 Avril 1746.)  

Chevaux de Malle, de Service ou de Diligences.  

    Travellers are forbidden to take away, par ruse ou par violence, horses destined for use 

with freight-wagons, stage-coaches, or even those which the postmasters have been ordered to 

reserve.  

Police.  

    Couriers at a gallop are forbidden to use their own bridles.  

    They must not overtake the postillon; all postmasters are forbidden to supply horses to 

accompanied Couriers arriving without their postillon (...).  

    Fore-riders have to stay at the post station until their master's carriage has arrived.  

    It is forbidden to ill-treat the servants, the postillons, or the horses (...).  

    Postmasters are not allowed to supply horses for a carriage drawn by horses not belonging 

to the post.  

    Travellers cannot force a postillon to go more than one post (stage).  

    Travellers have to be served in the order in which they arrive at the post.  

    Postmasters are forbidden to employ postillons less than sixteen years old.  

    The costs for turnpikes, ferries, bridges & at custom-houses have to be paid by the 

travellers & are separate from the price of the courses.  



 

Costs. 

    The payment for travelling post was calculated by "posts" or "stages", the distances 

between two stations or relays. They differed in each country:  

England: ................ 8.0 km, 5 English miles, or 1 "(post-)stage".  

France and Holland: 9.0 km, 2 lieues / French miles, or 1 "poste".  

Russia: ................ 10.7 km, 10 versts, or 1 post.  

Italy: ................... 12.0 km, 8 Italian miles, or 1 "posta".  

Germany: ............ 15.0 km, 2 German miles, or 1 "Post". 

    Example: when the real distance between two post stations (the post-stage) in France was 3 

miles, instead of the usual 2, one had to pay for "one and a half posts". Nugent states 

(vol.IV,p.17) : "The post-stages are seldom above one post and a half, or two posts long."  

    Exceptions: Holland and the countries in the north of Germany calculated in their miles.  

    To give an idea of the costs involved, these distances have been converted into kilometres 

and the prices into a single currency (here the English Penny (d.) of the eighteenth century 

which had about the same purchasing power like the Euro in 2002 (cf "Currencies").  

    Thus, a seat in a stage coach cost between 1 and 2 Pence per kilometre, and the hire of one 

post horse from 1.38 to 3.33 d., according to the country.  

    This was very expensive: for only 2 kilometres in a German stage coach, one had in 1766 

to pay about as much as for a kind of "Big Mac" in Hase's cook-shop in Berlin, namely 2.70 

d. (cf again "Currencies", costs in Berlin).  

    Today (April 2002), for the same price as for a real Big Mac (2.70 Euro), one can use the 

German railway over 19 kilometres; or one can buy in Germany enough petrol for a small car 

to travel about 40 kilometres.  

    Casanova, who most of the time had to hire 4 post horses with his travelling carriages, 

would on the average have only been able to travel 350 metres for that account of money (2.7 

d.)...  

Six thousand Posthorses.  

   Until 1774 (period of the memoirs), when using the services of the travelling or "driving 

post" (in German: Fahrpost), Casanova took stage coaches only 22.3 per cent of the total 

distance, while for 77.7 per cent he travelled posting (German term: Extra-Post), that means 

with his own (C 1-14), hired (L), or his friends' (K) carriages, hiring post horses.  

    Extra-post travellers could additionally use post roads where stage coach lines did not 

operate, but which had a mail service.  

    In those times posting was the most comfortable, but also the most expensive, method of 

travelling, equivalent today to flying in a private aeroplane.  

   Altogether (that means until 1798), in his own or hired travelling carriages, Casanova 

covered 30,665 kilometres.  

    On average, he had to take 3.6 posthorses which were exchanged after - again on average - 

18 kilometres. Thus, he paid about 250,000 Pence (converted) when changing horses 1,704 

times for 6,134 of those post horses... 

Costs for 1 Posthorse.  

English Pence (d.) 

France (Liste générale, 1781): per post 25 sols; per km: ......................................................... 

1.38  

Ecclesiastical State, Parma, Milan (Nemeitz, 1726): per post 4 Paoli; per km: ....................... 

1.92  

Venice (Mead, 1740): per post 4 French livres; per km: ......................................................... 



3.33  

Tuscany (Smollett, 1764): per post 3 Paoli; per km: .............................................................. 

1.50  

Prussia (Nicolai, 1769): per mile 9 grosses incl. postilion; per km: .......................................... 

2.16  

Austria & Bohemia (Nugent, 1756): 45 creitzers per stage,  

    and 20 cr. to the postilion; per km ................................................................................... 2.16  

Franconia, Suabia, Rhine-countries (Nugent, 1756): 60 cr.  

    plus 20 cr. to the postilion; per km ................................................................................... 2.64  

Netherlands (Mead, 1792): per English mile 5 pence incl. postilion; per km ............................ 

3.12  

(average per km: 2.28) 

.  

Stage-Wagons and Stage-Coaches.  
To distinguish between simple open carriages ("wagons") and more comfortable closed 

carriages ("coaches"). 

1 seat in the "Newberry flying stage coach" (The Daily Post, 27-4-1727)  

    London - Newberry 9 Shillings; ./. 100 km = per km: ........................................................ 

1.08  

1 seat in the (large freight) "coche" (Nugent, 1756) Paris - Versailles 25 sols; ./. 20 = per km: 

... 0.62  

1 seat in the "stage-coach" (Nugent, 1756) Paris - Lyons 75 livres; ./. 460 = per km: 

................ 1.63  

1 seat in the "ordinary post-waggon" (Nugent, 1756) in Germany "somewhat  

    less than 2 pence every English mile", plus 2 grosses for the postilion per post; per km: 

.......... 1.49  

ditto, Prussia, per German mile (Nicolai, 1769): 6 grosses; per km ........................................... 

1.49  

1 seat in the "post-waggon" (Nugent, 1756) Rotterdam - Antwerp 9 gilders 9 stivers; per 

km: ... 1.86  

Carriers.   

A carrier was called in France "voiturin", in Italy "vetturino" (or Procaccio in Venice) and in 

Germany "Landkutscher". Everywhere in Europe carriers complemented the services of the 

post stations. They were not allowed to hire post horses but had always to use the same mules 

or horses; in consequence their speed was very slow. 

Venice (J C Goethe, 1740): 2 persons including food, per day  

    and about 50 kilometers, 1 Sequin; per km: .............................................. 2.22  

Piedmont (Casanova, 1762): 2 persons, Geneva - Mont Cenis  

    (expensive!) - Turin 8 Louis d'or; per km: ................................................ 6.00  

Hired Carriages.  

Travelling carriages and horses were usually hired from post-stations, and town carriages 

from private entrepreneurs. 

France (Casanova, 1763): basic price (without horses) Paris - Lyons 144 Francs; per km:  

........ 3.13  



Paris (Martyn, before 1770): Hire for a town coach per month 12 Guineas; per day: ............... 

96.00  

Rome (Nugent, 1756): Hire of a "coach and a pair of horses" per month 11 Pistols; per day: ... 

66.00  

Cambiatura.  

The Cambiatura was a system in use in north and middle Italy whereby Ministers of the Post, 

accorded travellers who requested it, the privilege to save on costs by hiring post carriages 

which, to the discomfort of the traveller, had to be exchanged at every stage. In Venice this 

system was known as the "Bollettino". Casanova's friend Simone Stratico stated (p.66) that he 

saved one third of the usual fees in Milan in 1770. If postillons were required, they had to be 

paid for out of a traveller's own purse.  

This privilege began a long tradition; up until 1991 tourists travelling by motorcar in Italy 

could buy in their own country credit notes for petrol subsidized by the Italian Government. 

Tuscany (Smollett, 1764): per post and 2 horses 10 Paoli; per km: .................................... 5.0  

Piedmont (Smollett, 1764): ditto, 5 1/2 livres; per km: ..................................................... 4.6  

Venice (Sharp, 1765): per post and 4 horses 7 shillings 3 pence; with 2 horses, per km: ...... 

3.6  

Taxis.  

Carriages and their coachmen for hire, licensed by the city governments. They were called 

e.g. hackneys, fiacres or Droschkes. First established in Rome at the end of the 16th century 

(Wackernagel, in: Treue, p. 213), after a few decades they also appeared in London, Paris, 

Vienna, Berlin, and many other cities. 

Paris (Casanova, 1759): fiacre (no specification) 24 sols = ................................. 12.0  

Berlin  (Nicolai, 1766): "Rate of the hired [hackney-] coaches or Fiacres":  

"For a ride within the towns of Berlin, Cölln and Werder": 4 Gr. =  ....................... 7.2  

From here in the nearest suburbs: 5 Gr. = ........................................................... 9.0  

Waiting period: 1. hour: 8 Gr. = ....................................................................... 14.4  

2. and further hour: 4 Gr. = ............................................................................... 7.2  

[as comparison: waiting period in 2002: Euro 18,- per hour] 

Purchase of Carriages.  
Paris & Calais (Smollett, 1763): a second-hand travelling coach: 35 Guineas 

......................... 8,400  

Lyons (Casanova, 1763): a second-hand two-wheeled French Chaise de Poste: 40 Louis d'or 

.. 9,600  

Rome (Nemeitz, 1725): a new, simple sedia (two-wheeled "Italian chaise"): 30 Scudi 

............... 1,800  

Cesena / Bologna (Casanova, 1749): a second-hand English Post-Chariot :  

    200 Roman Sequins = .................................................................................................... 

21,600  

Bologna (Casanova, 1772): a second-hand (English?) coupé: 300 Roman Scudi ....................  

18,000  

Geneva (Casanova, 1762): a second-hand English Post-Chariot : 100 Louis d'or,  

    plus a coach worth about 6,000 d. ..................................................................................  



30,000  

Berlin  (Nicolai, 1781): a new travelling "Vienna Carriage" , a four-wheeled  

    four-seater, open: 70 Ducats ............................................................................................ 

8,400  

Mainz (Casanova, 1783): a second-hand four-wheeled and two-seater chaise: 5 Louis d'or 

...... 1,200  

London (Goodwin, 1756 - 1799): new Post-Chaises and Post-Chariots,  

    with basic equipment: prices around 100 Guineas ............................................................. 

24,000  

    luxury model: at most 200 Guineas ................................................................................. 

48,000  

London (Lamberg [Marr 2-71], 1790): State-coach for the Empress  

 Katharina II, made by John Hatchett: 6.000 Rubel ............................................................ 

324.000  

London (La Roche, 1785): State-Coach for the Nabob of Arcot,  

made by Hatchett: 5,000 Guineas ................................................................................... 

1,200,000  

 

Rich and Poor Private Carriage Travellers. 

    A rather rare method of travelling was always using the same carriage-horse(s). In this way, 

travelling very slowly, Mozart's most famous librettist, Lorenzo da Ponte, and his wife 

Nancy arrived at Dux in 1792, to see their old friend Casanova. Together they drove to near 

Teplice where the carriage broke down and had to be sold. Casanova acted as agent achieving 

a price of 60 piastres (3,600 d.), keeping back for himself a commission of 2 Sequins or 6% 

(220 d.) to pay for his return journey.  

(Da Ponte continues (p.122 f.) : "He added, because he would not be able to give me back the 

two Sequins, just as he could not repay his old debts of some hundreds of florins [some 3,000 

d.], he would like to give me, in thanks for that, three pieces of advice which were of more 

value than all the treasures in the world.")  

    In complete contrast, Casanova's master at Dux, the horse-mad Count 

Joseph Charles von Waldstein, used to travel between Prague and 

Vienna in 1796. In doing so he did not only rely on post-stages but 

additionally could fall back on stages of his own which involved the use 

of 36 horses. This was a practical measure for quick driving because - as 

another friend of Casanova, the eighteen year old 

Prince Charles Joseph von Clary - 

Aldringen (photo: M Leeflang) of Teplice, wrote in 

his diary* on 23rd June 1796 - the Count was on the road with two 

coaches harnessed to six and two horses.  

    However, even that did not reach the height of luxury travel. 

Three days later (26th June) Clary  noted in his diary:  

    "We set out from Prague at nine thirty. At Schlan we dined; there 

we met the cook of Madame [Countess Wilhelmine] de Lichtenau, 

who prepared the meal for her. Neither Semiramis nor Cleopatra 

travelled with such a display like Madame de L. She needed 18 

horses at each stage; her cook and a courier always riding ahead, 

because she must find everywhere a meal like she had at home. Her 



cook dished us up some petits plats parfaits, de biscuits et d'oranges. She is on her way from 

Italy where she had spent almost a year, until she thought it prudent not to wait in Venice for 

the arrival of the French [Army under General Napoleon Bonaparte], but to return to Berlin. In 

Vienna she stayed eight days. It is said that the King [Frederic William II. of Prussia] sent her for 

the return journey 26,000 Thalers [1,404,000 d.]."  

(Photo: The "Prussian Pompadour", Wilhelmine Countess of Lichtenau. Painting (detail) by Angelika 

Kaufmann, Naples 1795/96. From: E Cyran, Preußisches Rokoko, Berlin 1979. Photo: PG.)  

------------------------------------------  

* Lolo. Le Journal du prince Charles Joseph Clary- Aldringen. Ed. by M. Leeflang, Utrecht 1995.  

 

Speeds. 

    Only on one occasion did Casanova complain about a bad road; that was between 

Magdeburg and Berlin when he was angry about the loss of time. In contrast, he praised the 

"excellent" roads in France and Italy, which enabled him to travel fast. Driving day and night 

in his own carriage, he covered up to 240 kilometres in 24 hours.  

    Stage-wagons were much slower. The quick ones achieved a speed of, at most, 5 km per 

hour, the slowest only 2 km/h.  

    As a rule of thumb I propose a comparison: Private drivers, who were on the road 12 hours 

a day, covered as much or as little ground as we would today in one hour - then as 

nowadays, the speed depended on the road conditions, the carriage, the money and other 

individual factors.  

 

Roads. 

    Four countries had some highways (causeways, chaussées; fastened artificial roads): 

France, England, Italy, and all the United Netherlands (Holland) which had many highways, 

together with a great network of waterways. Other countries began chaussée building only at 

the end of the century, or later.  

    Driving on unmade roads was often dangerous because of the ruts caused by the wheels. 

Casanova wrote (HL,vol.VIII,p.237) :  

"For my part, accustomed to being overturned, I suffered no damage. It depends on the 

position one assumes. Don Ciccio may have hurt his arm because he put it outside [the door-

window]."  

    As today, on many motorways, it was necessary to pay a toll/turnpike for using the roads.  

 

Alpine Passes. 

    In the Alps, the first road over a pass, which was broad enough and not too steep for 

carriages, was built in 1387. This was the Roman Septimer Pass near St. Moritz which 

connected Chiavenna (or Milan) with Chur (the Romans had excellent carriage roads but only 

mule tracks over the high passes).  

    Casanova crossed five passes in different parts of the Alps:  

year*      name               height (meters)      connections     (Casanova's crossings)  

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

1728 .. Semmering ...................... 900 .... Vienna - Graz (3)  

1772 .. Brenner ........................ 1,374 .... Innsbruck - Bolzano (2)  

1782 .. Tenda ........................... 1,871 .... Nice - Turin (1)  

1803 .. Mont Cenis .................. 2,083 .... Lyons - Turin (6)  

1905 .. Grand Saint Bernard .... 2,473 .... Lausanne - Turin (1)  

http://www.giacomo-casanova.de/catour2.htm#MontCenis


--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

[* year of road-building] 

    Apart from the Semmering (and the Brenner in 1783), Casanova found only mule-tracks 

on the passes. Travellers usually let themselves be carried by "mountaineers", horses or 

mules. Stage coaches or other commercial wagons, were left back at the foot of the mountain. 

Private carriages were taken to pieces and transported over the pass; Casanova went through 

this routine on six different occasions.  

*   *   *  

The Mont Cenis. 

    For thousands of years Mont Cenis was the most 

important pass of the Western Alps. It was considered 

the easiest to cross (cf  Michel de Montaigne, in the year 

1581) and for this reason Grand Tourists almost always 

chose this pass on their journey from France (Lyons) to 

Italy (Turin).  

    Already Hannibal's army took this pass (cf  Josias 

Simler, Die Alpen, Zürich 1574, ed. by Deutscher Alpenverein 

1984, Carta Verlag, p. 88 ff.).  

    The age of the "carried chairs" and dismantling of 

carriages came to an end when Napoleon I allowed a road to be constructed, which remains to 

this day.  
(Photo: Two "mountaineers" carrying a tourist down to Lanslebourg. -  

Drawing by J. Keats, about 1780, from: Brilli, Il Viaggio in Italia.)  

   Then, in 1869, the Mont Cenis Narrow Gauge Railway, imported from England (Fell 

Company), between Susa and Modane, was opened - the only railway ever built over such a 

high alpine pass. Only two years later, the construction of the present railway line between 

Lyons and Turin was completed and the trains passed through the nearby tunnel of Fréjus. 

This quicker route immediately led to the bankrupty of the mountain railway - a remarkable 

example of bad planning.  

    Returning to the old "golden" days of travelling, I should like to show how I imagine - 

following my own experience - travellers crossed the Alps using the mule track over the Mont 

Cenis.  

    By the time they reached Lanslebourg, the last post station on the west side, travellers had 

already been climbing slowly along the river Arc to a height of 1,400 meters. From there to 

the top of the pass (2,083 m) they were either carried, sitting comfortably in a chair, by two 

or more mountaineers, or they had to walk a further six kilometres which took about one and 

a half hours. Travelling in the opposite direction, when there was snow, they could enjoy a 

fast sledge ride of seven or eight minutes down the mountain; many travellers returned to the 

top to repeat this exhilarating experience. Beyond the top of the pass was a high valley, seven 

kilometres in length, containing a post station, a hospice and, at the end, the village of Grand 

Croix  (1,850 m) - the only settlement which did not disappear into the waters of the reservoir. 

From there travellers began the descent of eight kilometres, following the creek Cenischia via 

the little village of Ferrera Cenisio (1,450 m) to the post station at Novalesa (830 m). This 

stretch of the way was not so comfortable as numerous rocks did not allow the use of sledges. 

At Novalesa, travellers again boarded a stage-coach, their carrier's chaise, or their own 

reassembled coach, and drove to the nearby town of Susa, the first proper Italian town with a 

Roman arch and other ancient buildings.  



 
The village of Grand Croix, the only surviving settlement on the Mont Cenis. In the 

background is the wall of the reservoir. - Photo: PG. 

 

Ships. 

 
Antonio Canal was working on his painting "Il Bacino di San Marco" (here a cutting) just at 

the time when nine year-old Casanova set off for his first journey. This happened on a 

postboat called Il Burchiello , going on board at the Piazzetta, crossing the lagoon to Fusina 

and from there being towed (drawn by horses) on the river Brenta to Padua. There was no 

Grand-Tourist who did not praise this comfortable conveyance in his letters. - Museum of Fine 

Arts, Boston. From: Briganti, Glanzvolles Europa. Photo: PG. 

    .  

Il Burchiello today . As in Casanova's time, passengers can enjoy the view of the magnificent 

villas on the riverbanks of the Brenta. Here the boat is passing Mira on its way to Padua (Photo 

left: PG). - The lock of Dolo, painting by Antonio Canal. Today the house in the lock contains 

a restaurant. 



 
A model of a felucca, in the Museu Maritim at Barcelona. This was a coastal ship used 

everywhere on the Mediterranean Sea. Casanova took some between Antibes, Genoa and 

Lerici. - Photo: PG. 

 
As a cadet in the Venetian Army, the sixteen year-old Casanova voyaged as far as 

Constantinople on board a galley. - An exact copy of the galley used by Don Juan d'Austria at the 

sea-battle of Lepanto (1571). Museu Maritim, Barcelona. Photo: Pere Vivas. 

 
German Ferry . Cutting of a view of Speyer on Rhine by Matthaeus Merian, about 1640. - 
Photo: PG. 



 
Draw-boat and stage coach meet on a bridge in France. E. g. in 1760, Casanova took such a 

boat on the rivers Isère and Rhone from Grenoble to Avignon (his travelling carriage was on 

board, too). - From: L'Indicateur Fidèle, Paris 1764 (cutting). Deutsches Postmuseum Frankfurt a.M. - 

Photo: PG. 

...  

 

Between Calais and Dover, Casanova used or chartered postboats, also called packetboats. - 
Picture in black and white: "King George Packet Boat (Dover - Calais)", about 1650, model at Dover 

Museum.  / In Colour (full size and detail):  "Dover-Calais Packetboat about 1815", recent painting and 

copyright by the English artist John Groves RSMA (Royal Society of Marine Artists)  

[ http://www.johngroves.org ].  Thanks to Hector Zerbino and Derek Oakes for sending these excellent 

pictures. 

  

http://www.johngroves.org/
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TRAVELLING CARRIAGES.  

"You mean," Marcolina asked me,  

"to give me your carriage too?"  

I could not answer.  

I pretended to blow my nose,  

and I went to the window to dry my tears.  

Giacomo Casanova, History of My Life. 

 

 
These pictures reminds one of the horses used for travelling - the post horses. Before the age 

of railways and motorcars, fast travelling without horses was impossible. The system of 

changing horses at every stage meant that Casanova probably paid for and used over 6000 

individual horses when he travelled in his own carriage.  

Top: Stage-coach, Southern Germany, about 1780. Painting by Christian G Schütz. - Bottom: Napoleon I 

and his English Post Chariot in 1813/14. - Photos: PG. 
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Carriages mentioned by Casanova. 

In Casanova's History of my Life - written in the French language - he makes reference to 

almost all types of carriages of his time.  

 No. Year* Type of carriage ................. Wheels/Seats ...... Location  

    Commentary  
[* The year in which the type is mentioned for the first time.]  

[Capital letters: own carriages.]  

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 1. 1742     Calèche à 2 roues ....................... 2/2 .............. Venice  

   folding top  

 2. 1744     Carosse Coupé ........................... 4/2 ............... Rome / Cologne 1760  

   closed; one perch (cf. 8. berlin)  

 3. 1744     Phaéton ..................................... 4/2-6 ............ Rome / Turin 1761  

   open, "calash without top"  

 4. 1744 ... Vis - à - vis ................................. 4/2 .............. Rome  

   closed or open; two seats face to face  

 5. 1749 ... VOITURE ANGLAISE  ............... 4/2 ........... Bologna  

    English Post Chariot / Post Chaise; closed or convertible  

 6. 1749 ... Chariot de poste ......................... 4/x .......... Bologna;  

--- 1764 ... Chariot de poste .............................4/x ........ Germany  

    stage wagon  

 7. 1750 ... Chaise;......................................... 2/2 .......... Ferrara;  

--- 1750 ... barelle de poste / petit chariot...... 2/2 ............. Padua  

    Sedia; closed or half open  

 8. 1750 ... Berlin  ........................................... 4/4 .......... Ferrara  

    closed; two perches (cf. 2. & 18. carosse)  

 9. 1750 ... Diligence ...................................... 4/8 ........... France  

    "Flying" stage coach  

 10. 1750 ... Diable ........................................ 4/2 .............. Paris  

    a sort of calash, without a coachman's seat  

 11. 1750 ... Cabriolet .................................... 2/2 ............. Paris  

    open or folding top  

 12. 1757 ... Pot de chambre ......................... 2/1-2 ........... Paris  

    hired carriage, Fiacre  

 13. 1758 ... CHAISE DE POSTE .................... 2/1 ......... France  

    closed; steel springs  

 14. 1758 ... Calèche à 4 roues ....................... 4/4 .... Amsterdam / Lyons 1763  

    folding top over the 2 rear seats  

 15. 1760 ... Chariot de poste ....................... 4/2 ? ....... Stuttgart  

 16. 1760 ... VOITURE OUVERTE  ................. 4/4 ......... Zürich  

    open; four seats face to face  

 17. 1761 ... Mantice ....................................... 2/2 ........ Naples  

    Italian chaise; Cabriolet; folding top  

 18. 1761 ... Landau ........................................ 4/4 ......... Rome  

    convertible open / closed  

 19. 1763 ... Carosse ......................................... 4/4 ........ Milan  

    closed; one perch (cf. 8. berlin)  

 20. 1763 ... SOLITAIRE  .................................. 2/1 ....... Lyons  



    Chaise de Poste  

 21. 1764 ... VOITURE A QUATRE ROUES  ... 4/2 ........ Wesel  

    travelling coupé: presumably an English Post Chariot.  

 22. 1764 ... SCHLAFWAGEN  ........................ 4/2 ........... Riga  

    Russian house-carriage  

 23. 1770 ... Carozzino ..................................... 4/4 ?........ Rome  

 24. 1771 ... COUPÉ ........................................ 4/2 ........ Naples  

    travelling carriage: presumably an English Post Chariot 

----------------------------------------------------------- o--O -----------------------------------------------

--------  

Carriages in Virginia and England. 

It is interesting to compare the carriages mentioned by Casanova with those which can be 

documented in Virginia before 1800. Carriages were imported from London, but from about 

1750 onwards, were also built in America. For Casanova research it is important that we 

know of many other examples and owners of Post Chariots and Post Chaises, a type called by 

Casanova "voiture anglaise". In a large measure we are indebted for this to an unique world 

wide inventory of carriages and carriage owners made by Mary R M Goodwin,  "Wheeled 

Carriages in Eighteenth Century Virginia" (Colonial Williamsburg Research Report. 

Williamsburg 1959).  

 No. Year* Type of carriage** ................................ Wheels/Seats ... References  

    Commentary  
(* The year in which the type is mentioned for the first time. - ** Capital letters: type also mentioned by 

Casanova, however sometimes in a [DIFFERENT TERM].)  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 1. 1677 ... Coach (old style) [CAROSSE] .............................. 4/4 ........ 40  

    closed; from 1724 onwards also the BERLIN which however  

    cannot be conclusively documented in Virginia (cf 6. Berlin-Coach)  

 2. 1688 ... CALASH  ..............................................................4/2-4 ....... 2  

    top, open on the sides; later: folding top  

 3. 1690 ... Chaise ...................................................................4/2 ........ 34  

    open or folding top  

 4. 1710 ... Chariot (old style) [CAROSSE COUPÉ] ................ 4/2 ........ 30  

    closed "half coach"  

 5. 1720 ... Chair  ......................................................................2/1-2 ... 100  

    open or folding top  

 (6. 1724 ... Berlin-Coach [BERLIN] ........................................ 4/4 ....... (1)  

    closed)  

 7. 1743 ... TRAVELLING CHAIR [CALÈCHE A 2 ROUES] ... 2/2 ........ 5  

    folding top  

 8. 1751 ... ITALIAN CHAIR / CHAISE  [MANTICE] .............. 2/2 ....... 10  

    folding top; "Chaise à l'italienne"  

 9. 1754 ... (Town-) Chariot (new style) [COUPÉ] .................... 4/2 ........ 95  

    English Coupé; closed or convertible  

 10. 1757 ... POST CHARIOT  [VOITURE ANGLAISE] ........... 4/2 ......... 39  

    English Coupé (with coachman's seat); closed or convertible  

 11. 1760 ... Curricle  ................................................................ 2/2 .......... 4  

 12. 1760 ... Coach (new style) ................................................. 4/4 ......... 60  

    English Coach; closed  



 13. 1761 ... PHAETON  ........................................................... 4/2-4 ...... 44  

 14. 1768 ... POST CHAISE [VOITURE ANGLAISE] ............... 4/2 ......... 22  

    English Coupé (without coachman's seat); closed or convertible  

 15. 1770 ... State Coach .......................................................... 4/4 ........... 1  

    of Governor Lord Botetourt; type uncertain  

 16. 1770 ... Post(ing) Coach .................................................... 4/4 ........... 3  

    closed; high-class travelling carriage  

 17. 1772 ... LANDAU  ..............................................................4/4 .......... 10  

    convertible open / closed  

 18. 1772 ... Sulkey .................................................................. 2/2 ............ 2  

    open  

 19. 1772 ... Whiskey ............................................................... 2/2 ............ 1  

   open or folding top  

 20. 1776 ... Stage Wagon ....................................................... 4/6-8 .......... 9  

    public post carriage; closed  

 21. 1791 ... Coachee .............................................................. 4/6-8 .......... 2  

    private carriage for several persons; open on the sides 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Notes on the Goodwin Report. 

Property tax lists in Williamsburg from 1786 until 1799 serve as a more specific inventory of 

equipages (Goodwin, p.xxxi):  

Four-wheeled carriages: between 11 and 17 carriages; e.g. 1791: 11 Post chaises, 1 Chariot, 

3 Phaetons, 1 Coach, 1 Coachee.  

Two-wheeled chairs: between 16 and 28 chairs; e.g. 1791: 26 Chairs.  

Horses: between 123 and 194 horses; e.g. 1791: 178 horses. 

Contrary to the Goodwin-Report, I have distinguished between "old" and "new" coaches and 

chariots, between the carosse-type and the new English type. Around 1750, a new age in 

carriage-building began with the invention of the Post Chariot, a type which I call "English 

Coupé".  

Before about 1760 the common carriages were:  

Chairs and Chaises, Chariots (Carosse-Coupés) and Coaches (Carosses and Berlins). 

After 1760 we find:  

(improved) Chairs and Chaises e.g. Italian Chaises, Phaetons, Coaches, Chariots, Post Chaises 

/ Chariots and Landaus, all in the new English style and with the latest technical 

improvements.  
(Those more or less built for travelling are underlined.) 

For the year 1724, the carriage situation in Virginia, as well as in England, is clearly outlined 

by the Reverend Hugh Jones of London (Goodwin, p.i):  

"They [the "good families" in Williamsburg] live in the same neat manner, dress after the 

same modes, and behave themselves exactly as the gentry in London; most families of any 

note having a coach, chariot, berlin or chaise." 

The terms "carosse" and "berlin" did not appear in Virginia; they were all just referred to as 

"coaches". Both started as travelling and town carriages and graduated to coaches for high 

ceremonial use.  

Further, the title page of Webley's famous work, which appeared in the year when Casanova 

lived in London (1763), might be of interest for the terminology of carriages (some of his 

designs are on show in this book):  



T H E  

NOBLEMAN and GENTLEMAN's  

DIRECTOR and ASSISTANT,  

I N  T H E  

True Choice of their WHEEL - CARRIAGES:  
B E I N G  

Entire new Designs for Travelling-Coaches, Post-Coaches, Landaus both open  

and close, Chariots, Post-Chariots, Calashes, Post-Chaises, Phaetons, and other  

Vehicles, &c. curiously hung on Steel Springs.  

B E I N G  

A Work of universal use, not only to Gentlemen, but Coach-makers and Spring-makers in general.  

The Wheels and Axle-trees are made of a proper Height, so as to enable the horses to draw freely and 

with the greatest Ease; many a fine Horse having been totally spoiled by going up great Ascents, and all 

owing to fixing improperly the Wheels and Axis.  

The Whole drawn from Original Designs, executed and correctly engraved on Thirty-six Copper Plates.  

L O N D O N  

Printed for A. W E B L E Y, in Holborn, near Chancery-Lane, 1763. 

 

Two-Wheeled Carriages. 

Chair, Chaise and Calash are often interchangeable terms. The bodies were of different 

shapes and had different equipment. The most important were:  

In Italy: 
In the 17th and 18th century, a typical Italian chair or chaise was the Sedia (French travellers, 

e.g. de Brosses in 1739, called it Chaise à l'Italienne). This was the universal carriage for 

private use, the rent-a-carriage of the post stations and other companies, and the standard 

carriage of the carriers (vetturini). For two persons, body open, enclosed or folding top, 

reminiscent of a bellows, which why Casanova once called this chaise "Mantice".  

An open sedia for one person was called a Sediola, or Flower-pot Calesso in Naples.  

  .  .  

An open Sedia and one with a folding top, painted by Gaspar van Wittel in Rome about 1710. 
- Photos: PG.  

.  

- - - In 2007, I was informed about an existing carriage:  



 
The Sedia of  Mr Gnecchi-Ruscone, Milano. Northern Italy, between 1730 and 1750, in 

excellent original condition:  

. . . . . . .  

The box can be taken off  by 4 screws. The wheels are fastened only by a pin (cf. 

Transportation of Dismantled Travelling Carriages). - Photos and Copyright: Carlo Gnecchi-

Ruscone, Inzago (MI).  

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 

There is a detailed description by Joachim Christoph Nemeitz in his travellers' guide 

"Nachlese besonderer Nachrichten von Italien", published in Leipzig in 1726, Pages 313 ff. 

(italics by Nemeitz):  

"The journey back from Rome can be done in two ways; either again with a Veturino, or by 

Post; and with the latter, either on horseback or in a Sedia. (...).  

You can obtain Sedie everywhere in Rome at the harness-makers and at different prices. 

Usually a new one, which is not made extraordinairement luxurious, costs about thirty Scudi 

[1,800 Pence (d.)]. Sometimes you can get one at the harness-makers or buy one 

privatelywhich is already a little used; and these cost some Scudi less. However, one must 

observe the following when buying a Sedia:  

1. To see that it is made of good wood, that the wheels are well ironed, and the brancard 

[perches, shaft] is strong.  

2. That the body or seat is not hanging in braces, but directly placed on the brancard, because 

then you are less likely to overturn with it.  

3. That the hood of the body is not made of leather but of oilcloth which is lighter, and will 

not become hard and stiff in the rain or sunshine like leather.  

4. That you are not concerned with it being propre, but only commode.  

5. That you prefer one which has wide rails rather than narrow, because later the fore-

undercarriage can be mounted better. (...).  

Will I, after doing the Tour through Italy, sell my Sedia again, so then I can be rid of it at 

http://www.giacomo-casanova.de/catour5.htm#Transport


Milan, Geneva, Padua, Augspurg or elsewhere. I am, however, of the opinion that it is better 

to have a fore-undercarriage put beneath it, perhaps at Trento, or at some other place where 

the German Posts begin, and roll  on, rather than sell the sedia for bagatelle money."  
(I shall discuss the fore-undercarriage in the section on the "Berlin".) 

. .  

A Sedia in Rome, painted again by Gaspar van Wittel, about 1710. - Photo (cutting): PG. --- A 

closed Sedia with postilion entering the square in front of the Ospedale Santa Maria Nuova in 

Florence. - Giuseppe Zocchi, about 1740. From: Briganti, Glanzvolles Europa. Photo (cutting): PG.  

 
Two closed Sedie parked at the custom-station Pietra Mala, on the Raticosa-pass, between 

Florence and Bologna. - J. Smith, about 1780. From: Brilli, Il Viaggio in Italia. Photo (cutting): PG.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

At Perugia in 1786, Johann Wolfgang von Goethe describes a vetturino's Sedia as follows 

(Italian Journey, p.120) :  

"With the Vetturini it is a disagreeable drive; the best thing is that you can follow them 

comfortably on foot. From Ferrara to here, I let myself be dragged on in this way. This Italy, 

highly favoured by nature in comparison with all countries, falls infinitely behind in all things 

mechanical and technical, which is the basis of a more comfortable and fresher way of life. 

The carriage of the Vetturini, which they still call a Sedia, is an arm-chair, originating from 

the old carried chairs in which women, elder and noble persons were conveyed by mules. 

Instead of the rear mule which they later harnessed alongside the shaft [in which the fore mule 

was], they put two wheels and no further improvement was thought necessary". 

The later Italian Chaise, Calesso, Chaise à l'Italienne, had an improved folding top, similar 

to today. For private or public use, with some variations.  

http://www.giacomo-casanova.de/catour4.htm#Berlin


. . .  

"Gentleman's Calesse". A modern closed body as a vetturino's Sedia. - Unknown artist, about 

1810. Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Photo: PG. --- "Galessa di Resina vicino Napoli" 

(Resina and Portici formed one place). The number 24 identifies this Neapolitan Calesso 

[term basing on information by Thomas Ryder, The Carriage Journal, New York] as a licensed carriage 

(taxi). - Unknown artist, about 1810. Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Photo: PG.  

 
Self-driven Chaise à l'Italienne, Italy or France, about 1770. Body on thoroughbraces. The 

footman indicates a wealthy owner. - Photo: Rudolf  H Wackernagel.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

In France: 
The Chaise de Poste was a very special carriage, built and used only in France. Originating 

from the 17th century, it was only for one person, suspended on steel springs à la Dalesme 

with a door at the front. Casanova owned four Chaises de Poste at different times.  

. . .  

Elegant "Chaise de Poste à Cul de Singe", and "Chaise de Poste à l'Ècrevisse". - 
Encyclopédie, Paris 1769. Photos: PG.  



 
Chaise de Poste, about 1785. - Photo: Museu Nacional dos Coches, Lissabon.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

In England: 
Modified French Chaise de Poste, and other types.  

. . .  

English Post Chaise, by C Crace, London 1750. - Photo: Paul H Downing. ---  "Hugh Walpole 

being robbed on Hampstead Heath". - Photo by Rudolf H Wackernagel from: Ivan Sparkes, 

Stagecoaches and Carriages, Letchworth 1975, p. 63.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

In Spain:  

 
Chaise with a folding top, old Italian style, however painted in about 1780. - Francisco Goya; 

Prado, Madrid. Photo: Janna Leeflang. Full picture here.  

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

In Germany: 
Here two-wheeled carriages were not in use (always four-wheeled ones; cf above Nemeitz).  
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( Contents )  Part IV:  

TRAVELLING CARRIAGES  (part III - VIII) - Four-Wheeled Carriages - Early open carriage - 

Chaise, Calash, Phaeton - Carosse, Carosse-Coupé - Landau - Four-Seater Closed Berlin, Berlin-Coupé, 

Berlin-Calash, Berlin-Phaeton, Berlin-Chaise - English Coach, English Coupé - German Travelling 

Carriage - Stage-Wagons and Stage-Coaches - Steel Springs . (part V : The English Coupé or Post 

Chariot) 

 

Four-Wheeled Carriages. 

Early open carriage.  

 
Matthaeus Merian (1593 - 1650) produced many views of German towns, sometimes 

ornamenting the engravings with carriages. Here is an open one, practically identical to the 

Hungarian "Koczi"-carriage which appeared in the 15th century and is regarded as the first 

common four-wheeled travelling carriage. Until today, this type is still in use in eastern 

European states. - Photo: PG.  

 
 

Chaise, Phaeton, Calash.  

Chaise: two seats, minimal body, with or without top similar to the two-wheeled chaises.  

Phaeton: body open or with folding top, especially high suspended. Mostly for self-driving.  

Calash: two or four seats, body with or without doors, always with rear folding top.  
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The straight long perches of this model in miniature of a Berlin-Chaise show the possible 

descent of the berlin from two-wheeled carriages. It was built by a coachmaker in about 1730, 

presumably in Northern Italy. The body is mounted on thoroughbraces.  - I sold this unique 

model to the Württembergisches Landesmuseum, Stuttgart, in 1996. Photo: PG.  

. . .  

This carriage - I date it about 1740 - belongs to the Wollaton Park Industrial Museum at 

Nottingham. There it is called "English Post Phaeton". It was designed and built for the 

Baskerville of Clyro in Powys, and is today presumably the oldest surviving four-wheeled 

Chaise, Calash or Phaeton. The two perches (berlin-undercarriage!) are straight, the body is 

suspended upon thoroughbraces (berlin-suspension!) which are fixed at the rear side on 

supports (carosse!), the top can be folded back, and the coachman's seat is removable (for 

self-driving or postilion use). - Photo: PG. --- A younger Phaeton with a light and high 

suspended body. Two crane-neck perches and four whip-springs. - Drawing by an unknown 

artist, in 1760. Victoria and Albert Museum, London. Photo: PG.  

 
Though the above Berlin-Chaise was painted about 1750, Casanova's old-fashioned 

travelling carriage "Innsbruck" of 1783 could well have looked like this (cf "Casanova's 

Carriages"). Two flat perches, no suspension. - "The main-guard at Frankfurt on Main", by Christian 

Georg Schütz (cutting; full picture above). Photo taken from the original in the Historic Museum of 

Frankfurt by PG.  
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A four-seater Berlin-Calash with a folding top in bellows / mantice - style, no doors. 

Carriages like this were also used by German travellers, e.g. the Prince of Brunswick together 

with Lessing and a third person, travelling from Vienna to Rome in 1775. - Bernardo Bellotto, 

Schloß Schloßhof [near Vienna] from north (detail), about 1760. Photo: Kunsthistorisches Museum, 

Vienna, no. II 17418.  

 
The oldest Calash (1775) in the new style and with doors that I know. Again a berlin-

undercarriage, now with crane-neck perches and steel springs, at the rear side à la Poloignac 

(first sort of C-springs in France), in front whip-springs. - Detail of a painting by Jacques Ph J de 

Saint-Quentin, Paris 1775; Musée des Beaux Arts, Besancon. Photo: PG.  

  . . .  

From about 1795 onwards, the next generation of Calashes like this were wide-spread. The 

flat body had a folding top and was able to be closed by an additional front window and a 

leathern top-piece. Undercarriage with one perch (English style), and, for the first time (left 

picture), C-springs. - The so called "Syrgenstein Calash" from my village Hergensweiler, 

Southern Germany. Count Waldstein in Dux / Bohemia could have owned such a carriage and 

even could have loaned it to Casanova for his last three journeys in 1795 - 1797 (cf "Casanova's 

Carriages"). Photo: PG. --- Travelling carriage of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, still in his 

house in Weimar, bought at Carlsbad / Bohemia in 1810.  Photo: PG.  

Of the same type is:  
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Calash, travelling: 4 posthorses, riding postilion. Berlin 1828, Unter den Linden, Neue 

Wache and Zeughaus. Oil by Wilhelm Brücke. -  Photo: Archive Burg Hohenzollern, Hechingen.  

 
The military calash "de service leger" of Napoleon I, built by the (English?) coachmaker 

Getting (name engraved on the springs) in Paris, used during the campaign in 1805 and lost 

mysteriously after the battle of Austerlitz at the end of that year. The folding top is missing, 

the projection in front was for the legs when sleeping (cf Napoleon's equipages). - Photo: 

Carriage Museum Wagenburg Schönbrunn, Vienna.  

 
 

Carosse, Carosse-Coupé.  

. . . .  

Presumably, the Carosse was an Italian invention, suspending the body between four 

supports. The undercarriage had - like always before - one perch. Left a design of a simple 

four -seater town and travelling carosse by Antonio Canal, about 1725. - Photo (cutting): PG. - 

- - Another example of the same type. - From a painting by Giovanni Battista Tiepolo (1696-1770), 

or his school, in Orazio Bagnasco's palazzo in Venice (Ca' Contarini). Around 1740. Photo: PG.  
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